AFRICAN LIBERATION DAY: MAY 27, 1978 IN CHICAGO!

VICTORY TO THE PEOPLES OF AFRICA!

WE ARE MARCHING ON AFRICAN LIBERATION DAY BECAUSE WE SUPPORT THE RIGHT OF AFRICAN PEOPLES TO BE FREE. SINCE THE DAYS OF SLAVERY AFRICA HAS BEEN SUBJECTED TO COLONIAL DOMINATION, IMPERIALIST EXPLOITATION, AND RACIST TERROR IN GENERAL. TODAY THE FLAMES OF THE FREEDOM STRUGGLE ARE BURNING BRIGHT AND WE ARE HERE TO TAKE OUR STAND.

JOIN US AND MARCH FOR VICTORY!

DOWN WITH WHITE MINORITY RULE!

WE ARE MARCHING TO FIGHT AGAINST THE RIP OFF OF AFRICAN BY A HANDFUL OF EUROPEAN SETTLERS. IN ZIMBABWE, 250,000 EUROPEAN RULE OVER 4 MILLION AFRICANS. IN AZANIA (SOUTH AFRICA), ABOUT 4 MILLION WHITES RULE OVER 16 MILLION BLACKS. AFRICAN PEOPLE ARE SAYING HELL NO! AND WE ARE JOINING THEM TODAY IN CHICAGO. JOIN US!

MARCH/RALLY BEGINS 12 NOON AT SOUTH AFRICAN EMBASSY, 400 NORTH MICHIGAN
U.S. OUT OF AFRICA!
WE ARE MARCHING TO FIGHT AGAINST THE NEGATIVE ROLE THE U.S. GOVERNMENT AND BIG BUSINESS PLAY IN AFRICA. THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IS A TWO-FACED, FORKED TONGUE DANGER TO AFRICA: THEY TALK HUMAN RIGHTS BUT DEAL ARMS AS FAST AS POSSIBLE; THEY HIRE A BLACK (TOM) UN AMBASSADOR BUT SUPPORT WHITE RACIST GOVERNMENTS, ETC. THERE IS ONLY ONE THING THE U.S. CAN DO--GET THE HELL OUT OF AFRICA!!!

DOWN WITH WHITE MINORITY RULE!

VICTORY
TO THE AFRICAN PEOPLES!

RACISM NO!  IMPERIALISM MUST GO!

BLACK PEOPLE MUST BE FREE!
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